
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What is Bike Fit?  
Everyone’s body is different. Some of us 
have long legs and short torsos; some 
women struggle to reach their brake 
levers due to small hands; some people 
may pedal a little bit differently than 
others; maybe you have one leg that is 
slightly longer than the other and you 
never even knew it! In addition to our 

bodies being the way they are, injuries 
or personal goals can affect how your 
bike should be set up to maximize 
comfort, efficiency and power. Luckily, 
bicycles are machines with many 
adjustable parts. In fact, every touch 
point on the bike can be changed out, 
altered or moved to fit you better. 
Although there are many different 
theories to bike fit, the main idea is to 

make adjustments to the bike’s 
components with these goals in mind:    
- Enhancing overall rider comfort            
- Preventing injuries                                 
- Diagnosing saddle discomfort               
- Reducing or eliminating pain and 
numbness                                                
- Reducing or eliminating discomfort 
associated with riding                              
- Reducing rider fatigue by enhancing 

efficiency                                
- Improving overall performance on the 

bike                                           

Where Can I Get Fit?When 

you buy a new bike, the bike shop will 
likely perform a very basic fit analysis to 
figure out what size bike you should be 
riding. How? They will have jump on a 
few different bikes and give them a spin! 
The best way to know what size bike 
you should be riding is to sit in the 
saddle. Reach and stand-over height are 
the most important elements in deciding 
which size bike is the best fit for you.             

After purchasing the bike, a shop 
employee will ensure that your seat 
height is close to the right height and 
basic elements are adjusted properly. 
Most bike shops employee aprofessional 
fit technician, available by appointment. 
A professional bike fit is recommended 
particularly for road cyclists that spend 
an extensive amount of time in a static 
position on the saddle, however, every 

rider—from mountain bikers to 

commuters—can benefit from a proper 
bike fit.            

 

 

 

What Should I 
Wear?  When you head to 

the shop for your bike fit, make 
sure to wear your favorite 
cycling shorts. Getting a bike 
fit in anything other than the 
clothes you normally ride in 
could result in an improper fit. 
Also, bring the pedals and shoes that 

you normally ride in. For issues like toe 
numbness, knee or hip pain, it will be 
important for the fit technician to review 
your clipless cleat placement. If you do 
not use clipless pedals, still bring the 
shoes you ride in. If you currently use 
shoes that have a flexible or soft sole, 
your fitter may have suggestions on a 
more efficient shoe for flat pedals.                 

What Are the Elements of a Bike 
Fit?  After getting to know you, your 

bike fitter will set your bike up on a 

trainer and have you pedal, so she or he 
can analyze how you currently ride your 
bike. Be prepared to work up a sweat; in 
order for you to really settle into your 
riding habits, you will need to be on the 
bike for a while.                      

Depending on what issues you 
have, these are the adjustments that 

can be made to your bike during a fit: 

 Saddle height 

 Saddle fore/aft position 

(movement of seat on the 
saddle rails) 

 Saddle tilt (angle of saddle in 
relation to the floor) 

 Getting a new saddle (your 

fitter may suggest a completely 
different saddle based on your 
body position and anatomy) 

 Stem length (for reach 
adjustments) 

 Stem height (“drop” or how 
high/low your handlebars sit on 
the steer tube. Generally, the 
lower the handlebars, the 
flatter your back; the higher the  

 

 

 

 

 

handlebars, the more upright 
you will be) 

 Handlebar width 

 Grip/ grip tape diameter 

 Brake lever adjustments 

(brake levers can be dialed in 
our out so you can comfortably 
reach them, the brake levers 
can also be moved on the bar 
so you have an ideal hand 
position) 

 Crank length 

 Shoe, insole and cleat 
adjustments (relatively small 
adjustments here can make a 
big difference in how your 
knees and hips move as you 

pedal, which could be the 
cause of discomfort in those 
areas)          

Is That It? Nope, of course not! 

Over time, your bike fit will change due 
to injuries, changes in skill level, new 
goals, weight loss and 
increase/decrease in flexibility. If 
anything changes with your body, or if it 
has just been a few years, it is a good 
idea to go get an updated bike fit. 
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http://www.liv-cycling.com/campaigns/gear/mini-essay/how.to.deal.with.discomfort.down.there/19728/
http://www.liv-cycling.com/campaigns/gear/mini-essay/how.to.fit.a.triathlon.bike/18980/
http://www.liv-cycling.com/campaigns/gear/mini-essay/how.to.fit.a.triathlon.bike/18980/
http://www.liv-cycling.com/campaigns/gear/mini-essay/5.tips.for.wearing.chamois.shorts.at.your.next.tri/18753/
http://www.liv-cycling.com/campaigns/gear/mini-essay/5.tips.for.wearing.chamois.shorts.at.your.next.tri/18753/
http://www.liv-cycling.com/campaigns/bike_diy/mini-essay/how.to.choose.the.right.saddle/19612/


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MECCA  

Contact Us 

Beautiful Fall !!! 
 

 

≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠ 
* Plan fun rides then email time 

& place to meet to: 
playerslp@hotmail.com 

so we can invite club members 
to join you! 

======================== 

  
  

 

 

CLUB BUSINESS 
Newsletter Editor 

P.O. Box 132 

Cleveland, Utah 84518 
playerslp@hotmail.com 

Phone: 435-653-2440 

Always looking for 

stuff to put in this 

newsletter – send 

me something! 
 

MECCA Address: 
P.O. Box 491, 
Huntington, UT 84528 
 

E-Mail: 

meccabikeclub@etv.net 

 

KIM PLAYER 

Newsletter Editor 

P.O. Box 132 

Cleveland, Utah 84518 

  

We’re on the web! 
See us at 

Biketheswell.org 

Or 
Look for MECCA on 

Facebook  

MECCA Member 

Special !!! 

••••••• 

10% to 20% OFF  
(depending on  
merchandise)   

from BICYCLEWERKS 
82 North 100 West 

Price, Utah 
435-637-7676 

(prior discounts do not 
apply) 

 

CALENDAR-  

Moonlight Ride– Thanks to Dolly – 5 

lucky riders did a ride into Buckhorn 

Canyon under at huge, gorgeous full 

moon on Oct. 16. 

Monthly planning meetings– Okay – 

decision has been made that we don’t 

get together often enough.  So, please 

set aside the 4th Monday of each month 

for a MECCA get-together at 

Huntington City Hall at 7:00 p.m.  First 

one = Monday – Nov. 28. 

 
 
 
 

“When one door of 
happiness closes, 
another opens, but 

often we look so long 
at the closed door that 
we do not see the one 
that has been opened 

for us.” 
                                                            – Helen Keller 

 

mailto:playerslp@hotmail.com
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